The spontaneous self-consistent generation of axial current and corresponding dipole-like magnetic field in a planar electron-positron system similar to graphene and related hetero-structures doped by charged impurity with charge Z is explored. It is shown that this effect takes place for Z ≥ Z * with Z * being a peculiar analogue of the Curie point in ferromagnetics. The properties of induced ferromagnetic state are studied in detail. It is shown also that the arising this way magnetic dipole leads to a significant decrease of the total Casimir (vacuum) energy of the system, which in turn provides its spontaneous generation above the "Curie point" Z ≥ Z * .
I. INTRODUCTION
A remarkable feature of two-dimensional crystals like graphene and related planar hetero-structures is that the behavior of charge carriers in such systems is subject to 2+1-dimensional Dirac equation (DE) for massless (or massive, when it concerns graphene on a substrate) fermions, where the speed of light is replaced by the Fermi velocity v F . The latter circumstance provides a sufficiently larger value of the effective fine structure constant in graphene compared to that of the 3+1-dimensional QED. Thereby, in such systems the direct experimental observation of certain essentially nonperturbative QED-effects becomes possible. Between them, one of the most interesting is a deep reconstruction of the vacuum state, caused by discrete levels diving into the lower continuum under influence of a strong quasistatic EM-source.
In the case of graphene it is the charged impurity, which can play the role of such source. The graphene itself serves as the vacuum, while the charge carrierselectrons and holes -imitate the virtual particles. For point-like and extended Coulomb sources this problem has been intensively studied during two last decades (see, e.g., Refs. [1] and citations therein) and by taking account of possible screening effects in Refs. [2, 3] .
Of separate interest are the polarization effects in planar QED-systems in presence of an external magnetic field. In Ref. [4] there was found the exact solution for the electron motion in the vicinity of a thin tube of magnetic flux. The induced current density is evaluated via direct summation over sea electrons. For massless fermions the behavior of induced current, generated by such tube, was studied in Ref. [5] . In addition, in Ref. [4] the expression for the vacuum energy density was obtained within the Schwinger-Fock proper time approach, while in Ref. [6] there was considered the evaluation of ground state energy of a spinor field in the background of a finite radius flux tube with a homogeneous magnetic field inside, based on ζ-function regularization.
Induced magnetic effects have been also actively studied for the external vector-potentials of the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) type, generated by infinitely thin solenoid. In Ref. [7] the induced charge and current densities are explored for large separations from the solenoid axis. In Refs. [8] for the crossed point-like Coulomb and magnetic AB potentials the properties of virtual bound states are considered. In Ref. [9] by means of Wichmann-Kroll (WK) contour integration techniques [10] the analytic expressions for the induced charge and current densities are obtained and their behavior was studied in the limit of small and large distances from the AB-potential source. The renormalization group analysis of graphene with a supercritical Coulomb impurity combined with magnetic AB potential has been explored in Ref. [11] .
However, so far the polarization effects in planar electron-positron systems haven't been considered for the magnetic fields of dipole type. At the same time, such magnetic fields are of special interest as physically the most realistic. The main difficulties, which appear by solving such problems, are caused by absence of analytic solutions of DE for crossed Coulomb-like and dipole-like magnetic fields. For the planar DE there are known only single results, which concern either point-like Coulomb and string-like AB sources or a quite different background of vector and scalar Cornell potentials combined with an external magnetic field [8, 12] . This circumstance makes impossible the evaluation of the Casimir (vacuum) energy via representing it as the sum of the integral of the total elastic scattering phase and the contribution of discrete spectrum, which is shown to be very powerful in purely Coulomb problems [3, [13] [14] [15] . However, elaborated recently in Refs. [16] method of vacuum energy evaluation via logarithmic derivative of the Wronskian solves these problems quite effectively.
In Refs. [3, 14, 15] the behavior of vacuum energy in the strongly coupled planar QED-system similar to graphene in presence of a supercritical extended Coulomb source has been explored. In particular, there was established the fact of rapid decline of the vacuum energy in the over-critical region ∼ (−Z 3 /R 0 ) with Z > Z cr,1 and R 0 being the charge and radius of the Coulomb source, which provides complete screening of the electrostatic repulsive self-energy of the external source for impurity charges Z ∼ 6 for α g ≃ 0.8 [3] . Such behavior of the vacuum energy indicates that in the over-critical region with growing impurity charge the induced polarization effects become essentially non-perturbative. Therefore, some novel effects could also be expected, including those associated with the magnetic component of polarization. In particular, there could take place the effect of spontaneous generation in a self-consistent manner of the induced axial current and corresponding magnetic field of dipole type. Hereinafter under self-consistent mode is meant the case, when the induced current produces such magnetic field, which being considered as the external one, generates indeed this vacuum current.
In the present paper this effect is studied for a planar electron-positron system similar to graphene on a substrate under influence of a charged impurity, which creates the potential of a uniformly charged sphere with radius R 0 and exponential decay for r > R 0 with the cutoff coefficient σ:
(1) The effective fine structure constant is defined as
where ǫ is the dielectric constant of the substrate, while v F = 3ta/2 is the Fermi velocity in graphene. In the latter expression a ≃ 1.42 A is the distance between nearest carbon atoms in the graphene lattice, while t is the hopping parameter (the overlap integral between wavefunctions of nearest neighbors in the lattice) and λ c = /mv F is the effective Compton wavelength [17] . Here m denotes the effective fermion mass, which is related to the local energy mismatch in the tight-binding approximation through the relation ∆ = 2mv 2 F . These definitions lead to relation λ c /a ≃ 3t/∆. In this work we restrict to graphene on the SiC substrate with α = 0.4 [1] and on the h-BN substrate with α = 0.8 [17, 18] . The screening parameter of the external Coulomb field in (1) is chosen as σ = 1, while the size of the external Coulomb source (charged impurity) is R 0 = a. Such cutoff of the Coulomb field at small distances has been introduced earlier in Refs. [1] . For the SiC substrate the source size R 0 = 2a is also considered.
Henceforth the system of units in which = v F = m = 1 is used, and so the distances are measured in units of λ c , while the energy -in units of mv 2 F . For the SiC substrate the local energy mismatch is ∆ = 0.26 eV and therefore R 0 = 1/30 and R 0 = 1/15 in the units chosen (corresponding to impurity sizes a and 2a), while for h-BN one has ∆ = 0.056 eV and so R 0 = 1/175. The self-consistent solution for the magnetic component is sought by means of successive iterations. In the first step an external seed current is introduced, whereupon by means of WK techniques the induced current is found. Thereafter the vector-potential, corresponding to this induced current, is calculated and compared with the seed one. The seed current is modified by successive iterations in order to match the seed and induced vector-potentials. In what follows each of the stages of this procedure is described in detail.
The initial seed current is chosen in the following form
Henceforth ρ = r| z=0 is the planar vector, ρ = | ρ|. The main purpose for such a choice of the seed current shape is that the main contribution to the vacuum polarization appears from the discrete levels reaching the threshold of the lower continuum, while the dependence ∼ ρ e −λ √ ρ is the specific feature of their Dirac currents, built from the wavefunctions taken directly at the threshold (see e.g., Refs. [19, 20] ). In the latter case λ = 2 √ 8Zα, whereas in general λ is a quantity, which should be determined via minimizing the total vacuum energy.
The magnitude of the current j 0 can be easily expressed via its dipole moment µ (both are considered in units of e)
Since we are dealing with the electron-positron system on the plane z = 0, embedded into the 3-dimensional space, the vector-potential, corresponding to this current, should be evaluated by means of 3-dimensional electrodynamics:
that gives
with K(z) and E(z) being the complete elliptic integrals. The asymptotics A ϕ (ρ → 0) → eµλ 6 ρ/5040 + O(ρ 2 ) and A ϕ (ρ → ∞) → eµ/ρ 2 + O(1/ρ 3 ) provide that the seed magnetic field describes a spatially distributed dipole-like configuration.
II. EVALUATION OF THE INDUCED CHARGE AND CURRENT VIA WK TECHNIQUES
The starting points for WK approach are the following expressions for the induced charge and current densities [10, [19] [20] [21] 
and
where ǫ F is the Fermi level, which in such problems with strong Coulomb fields should be chosen at the lower threshold (ǫ F = −1), while ǫ n and ψ n ( ρ) represent the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of DE. The spectral DE takes the form
where V (ρ) = eA 0 (ρ) and the 4-dimensional standard representation of Dirac matrices, where β is diagonal, is used.
Since we are dealing with the axially-symmetric problem, j z is conserved and so the radial and angle variables are separated via substitution
with m j being the eigenvalue of j z , while the radial functions a mj (ρ), b mj (ρ), c mj (ρ), d mj (ρ) for real-valued ǫ can be also taken real. As a result, the initial DE (9) splits into two independent radial subsystems, which take the form
Re ϵ
FIG. 1. WK contours in the complex energy plane, used for representation of the induced charge and current densities via contour integrals. The direction of contour integration is chosen in correspondence with (13) .
For what follows it is important that the subsystems (11) and (12) are related via replacement:
The essence of the WK techniques is the representation of the densities (7) (8) in terms of contour integrals on the first sheet of the Riemann energy plane containing the trace of the Green function of DE. The formal expression for the Green function reads
By means of the Green function trace the induced densities (7-8) can be rewritten as the following integrals along the WK contours P (R) and E(R), shown in Fig.1 ,
(15) In the next step, due to axial symmetry of the problem one obtains for Tr G( ρ, ρ; ǫ) and Tr [ α G( ρ, ρ; ǫ)] the following representation in terms of partial series in m j
where G mj (ρ, ρ ′ ; ǫ) is the sum of radial Green functions for the spectral problems (11) (12) , which in turn are built from the regular for ρ → 0 or ρ → +∞ solutions of systems (11)- (12) . Denoting the regular for ρ → 0 solutions by label 0, while the regular for ρ → +∞ ones by ∞, the expressions for Tr G mj (ρ, ρ; ǫ) and Tr α ϕ G mj (ρ, ρ; ǫ) can be written as
Tr
with J s mj (ǫ) being the Wronskians of systems (11) (12) , namely
which provide the correct normalization of G mj (ρ, ρ ′ ; ǫ). Proceeding further, upon deformation of the WK contours P (R) and E(R) to imaginary axis (see Fig.1 ) the final expressions for the vacuum charge and current densities take the form
where
In presence of negative discrete levels with −1 ǫ n < 0 these formulae transform into [21] 
while χ n,mj (ρ) is the real-valued radial Dirac wavefunction of the eigenstate with −1 ≤ ǫ n < 0, consisting of components a n,mj (ρ), b n,mj (ρ), c n,mj (ρ), d n,mj (ρ).
It should be noted that by derivation of relations (21)-(27) the following general properties of the Green functions under complex conjugation
as well as the properties of their traces under changing the sign of external fields (Q → −Q, µ → −µ)
play an essential role. Namely, due to these properties there follow the relations
At the same time, on account of the Furry theorem the induced vacuum charge and current densities should be odd functions of external EM-fields, whence it follows that both ̺ vac,|mj| (ρ) and j vac,|mj | (ρ) are defined only by Re Tr G |mj | (ρ, ρ; iy) and Re Tr α ϕ G |mj | (ρ, ρ; iy) , which has already been used in expressions (21)- (27) .
Since the induced charge and current densities are represented as infinite series in m j , there appears the question of their convergence. The solution of this problem is closely related to the renormalization of these quantities. For the planar case the renormalization of the induced charge density in absence of magnetic field has been considered in detail in Refs. [2, 22, 23] . In the present case with the dipole-like magnetic field the crucial role is played by the fact that the corresponding vectorpotential behaves for ρ → 0 and ρ → ∞ as A ϕ ∼ ρ and A ϕ ∼ 1/ρ 2 , respectively. So the main properties of the regular for ρ → 0 or ρ → +∞ solutions of systems (11) (12) remain unchanged with respect to the purely Coulomb case, and hence, the asymptotics of TrG mj for y → ∞ also does not change. More concretely, y → ∞ is equivalent to the high-energy limit of DE, where the localized smooth magnetic dipole shows up just as a perturbation in the Coulomb field background. This result justifies also the WK contours deformation to imaginary axis, considered above, because in the purely Coulomb planar systems the latter is reliably verified in Refs. [2, 22, 23] . In turn, the properties of the limit |m j | → ∞ follow directly from the systems (11) (12) , since in this case the magnetic field again turns out to be a perturbation in the Coulomb background. Remark that these considerations are invalid in the AB case, when A ϕ ∼ 1/ρ for ρ → +∞.
Due to these arguments there follows that in this case the renormalization of the induced charge density should be based on the same procedure as in absence of magnetic field. Namely, first ̺
By construction ̺
vac,|mj | (ρ) do not contain linear in the external Coulomb field terms. The latter is provided by the fact that G
The explicit answer for Re Tr G
|mj | (ρ; iy) , found via first Born approximation for G mj , reads
where and in that follows
After these preliminary steps the renormalization of the vacuum charge density reduces to replacement of the linear term by renormalized first order perturbative density ̺ (1) vac ( ρ), which has been evaluated in Refs. [2, 22, 23] , and takes the form
The general properties of the renormalized induced charge density coincide with those in absence of magnetic field (see, e.g., Refs. [2, 22, 23] and citations therein). In particular, the expression (36) provides vanishing of the total induced charge Q ren vac = d 2 ρ ̺ ren vac ( ρ) for Z < Z cr,1 . The term Q
vac ( ρ) disappears as the first order effect of the perturbation theory, whereas vanishing of the contribution from ̺ (3+) vac,|mj| (ρ) to Q ren vac is verified via direct numerical calculation (in more details this question is considered in Ref. [22] and especially in Ref. [23] ). The change in Q ren vac can occur only for Z > Z cr,1 due to discrete levels diving into the lower continuum, wherein each dived level ψ n,mj ( ρ) shifts the total induced charge by (−|e|), while the charge density ̺ ren vac ( ρ) undergoes the following change [20, 24] ∆̺ ren vac ( ρ) = −|e| ψ ǫn=−1,mj ( ρ) † ψ ǫn=−1,mj ( ρ) . (37)
Renormalization of the current density proceeds in the same way. Now the linear in µ terms are extracted from the expression for Tr α ϕ G |mj | (ρ, ρ; iy) and replaced by the renormalized perturbative current density j (1) vac,|mj| (ρ), which is determined quite similar to ̺ 
The explicit answer for Re Tr α ϕ G
As a result, the renormalized induced current density is given by the following expression By discrete levels diving into the lower continuum j ren vac,ϕ (ρ) undergoes jumps, which are described by the corresponding analogue of the Fano rule (37)
The integral current J ren vac,ϕ = ∞ 0 ρ dρ j ren vac,ϕ (ρ) passing through the half-axis with fixed axial angle ϕ also changes jump-like, but the value of this jump depends on the structure of wavefunction of the dived level and in contrast to Q ren vac is in general not quantized.
III. INDUCED CURRENT IN GRAPHENE
Now let us turn to concrete calculations. In the first step the area of the seed current parameters λ and µ, which allow the self-consistent mode of induced current generation, should be determined. For these purposes a grid in the parameter space was introduced, at each point of which the induced current and corresponding vector-potential were calculated. As a proximity measure between induced and seed currents and vector-potentials there was used the ratio of induced µ vac to the seed µ dipole magnetic moments, related to the corresponding currents via relation (4) . The results of this procedure for Z = 10 are presented in Figs.2a for α = 0.4 and 2b for α = 0.8.
Figs.2 show that for both substrates there exist the whole sets of values for λ and µ in the form of closed loops in the parameter space, which provide µ vac = µ, and hence, the possibility of self-consistent generation of the induced current. Very instructive is also the behavior of the induced current and corresponding vectorpotential with growing value of magnetic moment µ of the seed current for fixed λ, which is also clearly seen in Figs.2. First with growing µ the ratio µ vac /µ increases monotonically until µ reaches a "saddle point" µ * , which depends on the current value of λ. After the parameter µ has exceeded this point, with further growth of µ beyond µ * the ratio µ vac /µ decreases.
Such behavior of the induced current with growing µ reflects the same features in evolution of discrete levels. In Figs. 3 the trajectories of the lowest discrete levels in the partial channel with |m j | = 1/2 are shown for Z = 10, α = 0.8, R 0 = 1/175, λ = 1.863 by varying µ in the vicinity of the "saddle point" µ * , which in this case lies in the interval 662 < µ * < 663. For µ < µ * the increase of µ leads to accelerated lowering of the levels towards the lower continuum, and hence, to growing number of discrete levels, dived into the latter, whereas for µ > µ *vice versa. This is the reason for such peculiar behavior of the ratio µ vac /µ with growing µ. It would be also worth to note that for those values of λ and µ, which provide the self-consistent mode of induced current generation, the total number of discrete levels, dived into the lower continuum, turns out to be substantially larger compared to the case without magnetic field. More explicitly this circumstance is shown in Figs.4, where there are presented the histograms of per partial channel distribution of the number of dived levels with (orange) and without (turquoise) magnetic field for substrates SiC and h-BN, respectively.
In Figs.5 the jump-like behavior of the induced charge and current densities by varying µ in the vicinity of the critical value µ cr , at which the level dives into the lower continuum, are presented. For more clarity there are shown only the (3+)-components of densities, since the diving effect is completely non-perturbative and therefore reveals primarily in these components. As expected, the value of the integral induced charge Q ren vac = d 2 ρ ̺ ren vac ( ρ) changes by (−|e|), which can be easily verified via direct numerical calculation.
The assumption that the effect of spontaneous axial current generation is caused primarily by the dived levels, can be confirmed also in the next way. First for each discrete level from the set of dived into the lower continuum, the corresponding Dirac current j( ρ) = ψ † ( ρ) α ψ † ( ρ) is evaluated, wherein the pertinent wavefunctions are taken at the lower threshold ǫ = −1. Thereafter one finds the sum of all such currents and evaluates the vector- potential, generated by them. In Fig.6a the result of such procedure is presented for α = 0.8, R 0 = 1/175, λ = 1.863 and µ = 670.45. For comparison in Fig.6a the exact induced vector-potential for the same λ and µ is also shown. It is easy to see that the profile functions of these potentials are almost the same and differ only in magnitude. Namely, in Fig.6b the exact induced vectorpotential and the one, generated by the dived levels and multiplied by the factor ≃ 2.18, are presented. There is no visible difference in them. The degree of coincidence between these two potentials can be estimated from the Table I , where the values of the corresponding functions are given for a quite representative set of ρ's. This means that the magnetic excitation of the electron-positron continuum, caused by the seed potential (6), reproduces almost exactly the form of the latter. Thus, due to correct choice of the initial approximation, already at first iteration a well-pronounced correspondence between the seed and induced vector-potentials is achieved. The successive iterations scheme in this case turns out to be rapidly converging, and so one can safely confine to a few first iterations.
Since the main contribution to the effect of sponta-neous axial current generation is caused primarily by the dived levels, there appears a natural question, how much dived levels are needed for its startup. Speaking otherwise, there should exist certain value of the impurity charge Z * , which depends on the other system parameters and serves as a specific analogue of the Curie point in ferromagnetics. The latter implies that the selfconsistency condition of axial current generation can be fulfilled only when Z ≥ Z * . In Figs.7 there are presented the results of calculation the ratio µ vac /µ for graphene on the SiC substrate with α = 0.4 and R 0 = 1/15 for Z = 4.625 and Z = 4.64, respectively. Here the radius of the Coulomb source is taken equal to R 0 = 2 a for the most visual demonstration of the existence of a touch point, which denotes the startup of the self-consistent mode of the induced current generation. For Z = 4.625 there holds µ vac /µ < 1 for any values of λ and µ, while for Z = 4.64 there appears already a small set of λ and µ, which provide the existence of self-consistent mode. So for graphene on the SiC substrate with α = 0.4 and R 0 = 1/15 one finds for the Curie point analogue the estimate 4.625 < Z * < 4.64, which is approximately twice the first critical charge Z cr,1 ≃ 2.373 for the purely Coulomb system with the same α and R 0 [2] . Once the Curie point is reached, the spontaneous generation of the induced axial current and associated magnetic dipole takes place. Fig.8 represents the induced magnetic field B z spatial distribution for graphene on the SiC substrate doped by charged impurity with R 0 = 1/15 and Z = 5, i.e. just beyond the Curie point considered above. For such impurity parameters the polarization (vacuum) energy minimum is reached for λ = 1.347, µ = 165.34 (the last procedure is discussed in detail below in Sect.IV). The maximal (positive) amplitudes of the magnetic field are about 750 Gauss and localize in a small vicinity of the circle with radius ≃ 3.11 nm. The magnetic field is positive inside the circle with radius ≃ 18.58 nm. The corresponding magnetic flux through this region equals to ≃ 3.2144 × 10 −6 Gauss×cm 2 , which is equivalent to ≃ 7.762 units of the magnetic flux quantum unit µ 0 = hc/|e|. So for such impurity parameters the induced magnetic field is quite moderate and cannot significantly affect the main properties of the graphene plane, e.g., sample conductivity. Note also that the non-integer value of magnetic flux quanta through this region is a specific feature of the QED-vacuum polarization, since it proceeds without real charge carriers. The detailed explanation of this phenomenon is given in Refs. [19, 20, 25] . At the same time, the total magnetic flux through the whole graphene plane vanishes exactly due to the dipolelike structure of the induced magnetic field, that is clearly seen in Fig.8 and confirmed by direct calculation.
IV. CASIMIR (VACUUM) ENERGY WITH MAGNETIC POLARIZATION EFFECTS
The starting expression for the vacuum energy is quite analogous to the induced charge and current densities with the only principal difference that the energy should be further normalized on the free case [13, 20, 25] 
where the label A denotes the case with external fields, while 0 stands for the free case.
Since in the problem with magnetic field the analytic solutions of DE are absent, an alternative ln[Wronskian] techniques, described in Refs. [16] , is applied. Within this approach the evaluation of the vacuum energy proceeds as follows
where J s mj (iy) are the Wronskians (19) . Since E vac similar to ̺ vac and j vac is represented by the partial expansion in m j , there appears a problem of its convergence. In Refs. [3, 14, 15] there was shown that in absence of magnetic field this series in m j is linearly divergent. Further on account of model-independent considerations it was argued that the elimination of this divergence should follow the same rules as in the QEDperturbation theory (PT) via regularization the fermionic loop with two external lines. Since in this case the vac-uum energy to the first order of PT consists of two terms, which are quadratic either in Z or in µ, its renormalization proceeds now in the next way 
vac,el =
while E B,|mj | is the electric Born (quadratic in Z) component, which is found via first Born approximation for ̺ vac (ρ)
dy Re TrG (1) |mj | (ρ; iy) .
(48) In contrast to E B,|mj| , the magnetic Born (quadratic in µ) term
cannot be taken out of the integration sign over dy in the expression (46), since the leading term of its asymptotics for y → ∞ is O(1/y), which cancels with the corresponding one of the Wronskians logarithmic derivatives, and so the leading term in the asymptotics of the integrand in (46) is O(1/y 2 ). The results of Casimir energy evaluation for both substrates are presented in Figs.9 for Z = 10 and those sets of λ and µ, which form the closed loops shown in Figs.2 and so are able to provide the self-consistent mode of induced current generation. The main result is that on those loops in the parameter space the vacuum energy reveals a well-pronounced minimum: for SiC substrate it is achieved for λ = 1.689 and µ = 373.69, while for h-BN substrate it occurs for λ = 1.863 and µ = 670.45. The corresponding values of vacuum energy turn out to be E ren vac = −674.167 and E ren vac = −56518.3, respectively, and lie substantially lower than in absence of magnetic field (E ren vac = −456.759 and E ren vac = −25240.2, see Ref. [3] ). Therefore the spontaneous generation of ferromagnetic phase beyond the "Curie point" Z ≥ Z * turns out to be energetically favorable compared to the purely electrostatic polarization in graphene on substrates SiC and h-BN. The latter circumstance confirms the possibility of such purely non-perturbative magnetic effects in planar electron-positron systems with strong coupling. 1
V. CONCLUSION
To conclude, it is worth-while noticing that the formation of the ferromagnetic phase beyond the "Curie point" Z ≥ Z * > Z cr,1 is nothing else but a nontrivial example of spontaneous symmetry breaking. In the purely Coulomb case all the discrete levels are doubly degenerated with respect to the sign of m j . Therefore upon diving of such doubly degenerated levels into the lower continuum the induced current cannot appear, since the corresponding currents, created by states with opposite 1 The recently discussed I-and Na-modified graphene grown on the Ir(111) surface, which reveals a very large unconventional gap that can be described in terms of a phenomenological massless Dirac model [26] , lies beyond the scope of the present work. signs of m j , compensate each other. At the same time, in presence of magnetic field this symmetry is broken. As it was shown in this work, for planar QED-systems similar to graphene in presence of impurity with charge Z ≥ Z * there could arise an energetically more favorable ferromagnetic state, wherein the symmetry is spontaneously broken due to generation of a self-consistent induced axial current and corresponding magnetic dipole-like field, which splits the levels with opposite sign of m j . The value Z * of the Coulomb source, beyond which this effect could take place, significantly depends on the system parameters and has the meaning quite similar to the Curie point in ferromagnetics. The magnitudes of the dipole moment, induced beyond the "Curie point", turn out to be quite moderate and cannot significantly influence the main properties of the graphene plane, e.g., sample conductivity. At the energy minimum one has µ vac ≃ 373.69 for α = 0.4 , R 0 = 1/30 and µ vac ≃ 670.45 for α = 0.8 , R 0 = 1/175, which in common units means µ vac ≃ 7.041 × 10 5 µ B ≃ 6.5 × 10 −15 erg/Gauss and µ vac ≃ 7.369×10 6 µ B ≃ 6.8×10 −14 erg/Gauss. The specifics of such ferromagnetic phase is also that the spatial localization of the induced current and so of magnetic dipole reproduces the corresponding one for the seed current (3) and can be estimated as ∼ ρ e −λ √ ρ . This means that the induced ferromagnetic excitation should be much more distributed throughout the system volume compared to the purely exponential decay. In the example considered at the end of Sect.III the effective size of magnetic dipole is dozens of nm (see Fig.8 ). Similar spatial distribution is also the specific feature of the induced charge density.
The artificial creation of charged impurities in graphene is a highly nontrivial task. The most part of such kind experiments deal with ionized adatoms with charge +|e|, which do not reach the over-critical region. In experiments, described in Refs. [27] , [28] and [29] , there were used a trimer, a cluster of dimers, and a cluster of adatoms correspondingly. In Ref. [28] it was shown that achieving critical Z requires the creation of clusters containing a large number of ions. A quite interesting novel approach to simulation of a charged impurity in graphene is proposed in Ref. [30] . There was shown that a vacancy in graphene can possess a stable positive charge, which can be continuously increased by applying voltage pulses from the STM-needle. Such techniques allows to observe the evolution of the system during the transition from subcritical phase to the supercritical one. Comparison of results with those of preceding studies on this subject [27] , [28] , [31] , where the supercritical Coulomb source was simulated either via adatoms or clusters of charged molecules, confirms that the structure created this way really shows up as a supercritical charged impurity.
The attention paid in the present paper to the h-BN substrate is caused by the next reasons. First, the heterogeneity of local charge density in graphene on the h-BN substrate is 1-2 orders of magnitude less than in graphene on the standard substrate SiO 2 , which has been reliably confirmed in works [32] , [33] by means of STM and kelvin probe microscopy. As a result, the graphene electronic devices on the h-BN substrate in a number of parameters significantly surpass those on SiO 2 [34] , therefore the h-BN substrate is of a great practical interest. Apart this, the effective fine structure constant in graphene on the h-BN substrate is quite large α g ≃ 0.8. So the effects of super-criticality should be observed for quite moderate impurity charges Z ∼ 2. As an additional option there was considered graphene on the SiC substrate, since the latter has been already explored in earlier works on this subject [1] . Moreover, for some practical uses graphene on the SiC substrate turns out to be more preferable compared to SiO 2 and h-BN [35] , since α g for this substrate is twice less than for h-BN and so the defects, which serve as charged impurities, have a smaller effect on sample conductivity.
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